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The Kafl<o Safety Cover is designed to protect both your pool

and your family.

Our pool covers are manufactured to your specific pool size

and shape. Properly installed, the Kafko Safety Cover will help

prevent accidental intrusion by .hildren and pets.

Avaif;able in:

- Suprerne*Meshut & Maxr-Mcshc'

* Dura-\A/eave" Feather Weight
and Super*Se E^iryl'E FurllWeight sc!id n:atenia!"

Muxi-Mesho
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Available in Green, Blue & Beige
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Available in Green

Durq-Weove@ Super-Scrim@

FeqlherWeight Full Weishi
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Solid cover available in Green & Blue
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Solid cover available in Green & Blue
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THE KAFKC DIFFERTNCE:
SOIid COVCr With EASE-A-DRJAINTM

l " polypropylene webbing
Interlocked, double overlap seams

Double decl<er edge

Coping Anti-Rub Strips
UV resistant material
Supreme- M eshs Tech nology

20-Year Warranty
Heavy Duty double-coil low profile springs Standard

on Solid Covers
Stainless Steel low profile "D-Ring" Springs available

on all Mesh Covers
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The benefits of a solid cover: with the ease
and handling of a mesh.

The new Supreme-Mesh@ Safety Cover Material.

Manufactured with a new Supreme-tight, Supreme-light

woven material, Supreme-Mesh@ Safety Covers are
designed to allow water through for drainage and

safety but l<eep sunlight and debris out for ease

of maintenance and peace of mind.

Built to last.
Excellence shows in the details. Like box

tack reinforcement on all perimeter straps.

Protective pads positioned at step nosings

to prevent abrasion. And added protection

on every component including the thread

to resist ultra-violet rays and pool chemicals.

Plus, it comes with a 2}-year warranty.

Custom heavy duty
hardware for a tighter fit.
Heavy duty stainless steel double-coil

springs, with D-Rings for ease of installation

and adjustment.They have a lower profile -
so covers lay f{at and fit tight - whatever
the shape of the pool. Standard on all

Kafko Covers.
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A difference you can See & Feel!

Offering the advantages of a heavy
solid cover but in a lightweight mesh
material for ease of handling.
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Unlike standard mesh material
our New Supreme-Mesh@ Material
is designed to resist the suns rays,

inhibiting the growth of algae.
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Properly installed, the Supreme-Mesh@

Material Safety Cover prevents
accidental intrusion by children,
pets and unwanted objects.
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By inhibiting the growth of algae,

you'll do less cleaning and more swimming.
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Exceeds ASTM Standards.Tested for strength
and durability to help protect you and your pool.

Solid Safety Cover
with EASE.A.DRAIN TM

ll4" drain holes are located every 6" in

reinforced vinyl, down the center of the

cover. Beneath is a 12" wide mesh drain

filter panel designed for easy cleaning.

Standard on Solid Covers.

U.S. Polenl 6,886,187-98

Won't rub your pool
the wrong way.
Coping anti-rub strips protect your cover
without making marks or scars - keep your
pool and cover new-looking for years.

A cover is only as strong
as its seams.
Kafko Safety Cover seams are interlocked

and double overlapped. This seam is the

heart of the Kafko difference.

Our double decker edge.
A potential trouble spot for pool covers is

the perimeter - where they can fray and

unravel.The Kafko cover is first hemmed,

then sandwiched between double layers of
webbing. Edges can't unravel, you get years

of trouble-free performance.

Solid Cover with
optional pump
Use of an optional weighted cover pump to
immediately pump off all standing water, such

as rain or melting snow will maintain all

applicable safety standards.

Introducing the Reduced
Decl< MountrM System
NEW Patent Pending Design. Easy

installation around raised walls, water
features, spas and other deck accessories.
Designed to maintain a tight cover fir and

perfect for narrow pool decks.All Stainless

Steel hardware with brass anchors.
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SHADE
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Our custom dual spring
is standard on all Kafko
Safety Covers to ensure
a tighter fit.



No More:
o Standing Water
o Mosquitoes/lnsects
o Leaves, Branches & Odors
. Hard to handle Waterbags lTarps

SAFETY IS EVERYONE'S RESPONS!BILITY.
As much as we try to build in every possible safety measure,

it is the consumer purchaser's responsibility to follow all safety

instructions provided with the Kafko Safety Cover, and to

educate all users of the product as to its safe and proper use.

Covers depicted are representative of the actual material;

howeve[ variations in color and shading may occur.
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Georgia
r(800)s4s-7030

For more information, contact us at: U.S.A.:

California Michigan
| (800)222-4644 | (888)48s-7280

CANADA:
Ontario Quebec

| (86 6)ees-23s6 | (800)s | 6 -t204
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New Jersey
| (800) s 20- 3 0e I
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